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vector<BigT> getValues(map<Id, BigT>& largeMap, vector<Id>& keys) {

    vector<BigT> values;
    values.reserve(largeMap.size());

    for (const auto& key : keys)
        values.emplace_back(largeMap[key]);

    return values;
}
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    map<Id, BigT>& largeMap,
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    vector<BigT> values;
    values.reserve(keys.size());

    for (const auto& key: keys)
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Run-Time Sampling

```c
int sample_count = 0;

void interceptLoadStore(...) {
    // Sample accesses
    if (sample_count++ % access_sampling_rate != 0)
        return;

    /* Process access... */
}
```
Run-Time Sampling

```c
THREADLOCAL int sample_count = 0;

void interceptLoadStore(...) {
    // Sample accesses
    if (sample_count++ % access_sampling_rate != 0)
        return;

    /* Process access... */
}
```
Power to the user!

MEMORO_OPTIONS="..." ./myapp
- access_sampling_rate
- ...

// Public API: memoro_interface.h
#include <memoro_interface.h>
void foo(...) {
    MemoroFlags *mflags = memoro::getFlags();
    mflags->access_sampling_rate = 50;
    /* ... */
}
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Stack accounts for 99% of the time spent.
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1. *Thread start:* store stack top

2. Get current stack bottom
Run-Time Filter

1. **Thread start**: store stack top
2. Get current stack bottom
3. Discard if Addr. in this range
Time spent by address type

- **Primary Heap**: 99%
- **Secondary Heap**: <2%
- **Not heap**: 0%
- **Stack Filtered**: 0%
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vector<BigT> getValues(
    map<Id, BigT>& largeMap,
    vector<Id>& keys) {

    vector<BigT> values;
    values.reserve(largeMap.size());

    for (const auto& key: keys)
        values.emplace_back(largeMap[key]);

    return values;
}
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a. Signal to dump (SIGPROF)
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![Diagram showing the relationship between `GetUnderlyingObject(depth = X)` and the ratio of instrumented load/store operations. The graph shows a downward trend as the depth increases, with labels for `foo()`, `bar()`, and `ld/st` functions.]
Compile-Time Stack Analysis

```
llvm::GetUnderlyingObject()
```
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GetUnderlyingObject(depth = X)
```
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ld/st
```

```
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```
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```

```
llvm::GetUnderlyingObject()
```
Thank you!
github.com/epfl-vlsc/memoro